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Chapter 1

I wiped sweat from my brow with the back of my Kevlar glove. 
“One day, they’ll invent bite gear that doesn’t make you sweat like 
you’re in a sauna.”

I saw a flash of my partner’s—Katie Jenkins—teeth in the 
gloom. “It’s the fear sweats. Gets to the best of us when we’re 
creeping about in the dark.”

Adjusting my grip on the gun, I nodded. Katie was right. I 
might be a year out of specialist training, but these night patrols 
still chilled my blood. You never knew when you might stumble 
across a hungry, rabid zombie. And the problem with that was they 
were always hungry and always out of control.

“Are you telling me, that after all this time, you’re still afraid of 
the dark?” I asked Katie, keeping my voice low.

A quiet chuckle. “Not the dark; I’ve never had a problem with 
that. It’s what’s lurking in the shadows that gets to me.”

“I hear you,” I said. The radio attached to my vest clicked twice, 
signaling that Control was trying to reach me. I adjusted the 
volume up two notches and double-clicked—the signal for I was 
available. We kept the sound down on our radios so as not to alert 
any nearby zombies of our presence.

“Officer Nick Morton, this is Control, come in,” crackled out a 
male voice.

“Control, I read you,” I said.
“If they ask us to bring back milk, I’m handing in my notice,” 

said Katie.
“Reports of placid zombies on Manor Road. We need you and 

Officer Jenkins to collect and transport them to the containment 
unit.”
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I grimaced. Manor Road used to be one of the quaintest streets 
in the South Oxfordshire town we currently patrolled. Watlington 
had been devastated by the zombie uprising, and an unusually large 
percentage of the population had turned into rabid zombies and 
rampaged through the area, destroying everything in sight, humans 
included.

“It’s out of our area,” muttered Katie. “Get them to send 
someone else.”

I sighed and glanced at her. “Control, that’s more than ten 
miles from our present location, and would mean travel through 
an uncontrolled zone. Check the team by the train station. They’ll 
have less distance to cover.” It was worth a shot. I didn’t want to 
make the journey. We’d risk encountering rabid zombie nests, 
terrified humans with weapons, and dangerously clogged roads.

“Negative. That team was downed earlier this evening.”
I squeezed my eyes shut for a few seconds, an ache growing 

behind them, a combination of lack of sleep and late nights. “Any 
fatalities?”

“Details unknown.”
Katie hissed out a breath. “That means they’re dead. Control 

never gives details like that over the radio because they never know 
who might be listening in. I knew those guys—Mario and Steve. 
They were good men.”

She was right, I knew both of those officers, too, and had 
trained alongside Mario in zombie hand-to-hand combat. They’d 
been strong, fast and capable officers.

“Officer Morton, confirm you can dispatch immediately to 
Manor Road.” Control sounded tetchy tonight.

I gritted my teeth, but there was no point in arguing. We were 
already shorthanded, and with another two officers down, we’d 
have to spread ourselves thin to get the job done. And the job was 
not pleasant; a combination of rounding up placid zombies and 
taking them to assessment centres, and culling rabid zombies, of 
which there were still far too many for my liking.
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“Nick,” said Katie. “As much as I hate the order, we’d better get 
over there. Control is not going to be happy if you pull radio 
silence on them for much longer.”

I nodded in the gloom. “Control, confirm immediate transfer 
to Manor Road. Will radio when we arrive and have assessed the 
situation.” I waited for confirmation from Control before muting 
my radio.

“Let’s get to the van and move out.” Katie backed up the alley 
we had been in.

“Affirmative,” I said, scanning the alleyway.
“Affirmative? Did they teach you that big word in cop school?” 

asked Katie.
“Of course. Didn’t they teach it to you? Oh, I forgot, you never 

made it to cop school. You took the genius route into this 
wonderful career option.”

“The police need clever people, wise guy. And what could I say? 
They begged on their knees for me to take the job,” said Katie. 
“After they’d doubled the original salary offer and given me all the 
extra benefits a girl could dream of, I couldn’t turn them down.”

I shot her a smile. Katie was whip smart and had recently 
finished a Ph.D. in Criminal Psychology before joining the force. 
And although I hassled her because she hadn’t spent six months in 
training like I had, in the three months we’d been partnered, Katie 
had proven herself. She’d even insisted on taking a lower ranked 
position so she could get hands-on experience of life on the beat. I 
had no doubt Katie would be shooting up the ranks into Serious 
Crimes, or whatever division she wanted when her time with me 
was over.

As we approached our van, I slowed my pace. A skinny looking 
black and tan dog sat by the driver’s side door, its short fur dirty 
and smeared with what looked like dried blood. The dog gave me a 
wary look as I drew near, but I kept my gun by my side. It was 
common to see animals who’d been abandoned when people had 
fled as they attempted to escape the rabid uprising. Some people 
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had taken their animals with them, but many had been so panicked 
that they’d abandoned everything, sometimes even their families. 
This wouldn’t be the last time I saw a starving dog on the streets.

“Looks like you’ve got a new friend,” said Katie, her brown eyes 
looking tired despite the smile on her face.

“No time to make new friends.” I made a shooing gesture with 
my hands, hoping it would scare the dog off, but he remained 
sitting by the van door, his dark gaze intent on me.

“Maybe he wants to do a ride along with us,” said Katie, 
walking around to the passenger side of the van. “Get the doors 
open. I’ll plot the route to Manor Road, avoiding as many rabid 
zombie nests as possible.”

I clicked the locks open on the van, and Katie slid inside. 
“Come on, dog. You need to get out of the way. Don’t make me 
Taser you.” I never would, well, maybe if the dog attacked first. I’d 
grown up with dogs and wished I had room for one in my life. But 
with the crazy shift patterns I worked, and the fact I was rarely 
home for more than a few hours to grab some sleep and food, 
meant a dog was out of the question.

I reached inside my Kevlar vest and extracted a protein bar. The 
police issued them as standard food for when we were out on 
patrol, giving us energy and keeping us full while we cleared the 
streets of the remaining zombies. It was a shame they tasted like 
mashed up cardboard and overly sweet apple.

“Would you like some of this?” I opened the wrapper, and the 
dog’s gaze fixed on it. “By the looks of you, you haven’t had a 
decent meal for some time.” I threw a piece of the bar to the dog, 
and he let it drop to the ground before giving it a sniff and then 
gobbling it up.

Katie tapped on the window of the van and pointed at her 
wristwatch.

“Time to go,” I said to the dog.
He remained in his spot by the van. I broke apart two more 

pieces of the protein bar and threw them farther down the street. 
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The dog looked from me to the food, as if chastising me for 
making him move. The food won out, and he hauled himself up 
and scurried over to his meal.

I took the opportunity and jumped into the van, clicking the 
locks shut behind me.

“Did you feed that dog your rations for the evening?” asked 
Katie as I started the engine.

“Only some of them,” I said. “And really, I know what I’m not 
missing out on by giving that mutt my food.” Since the uprising, 
food distribution was sporadic and chaotic, and you never knew 
what you might find when you collected your food rations. 
Alongside the protein bars, dried packets of beans and tinned fruit 
were a boring staple of my diet. It was getting better, the worst of 
the uprising appeared to be over, but there was still a lot of clean-
up to do.

“Let’s go catch ourselves some placid zombies,” said Katie.



Chapter 2

“They’re not butterflies, you know,” I said to Katie. “We don’t net 
the zombies and pin them down in some macabre display.”

“We sort of do,” said Katie, easing off her helmet and letting 
her short blonde hair free. “We have the capture nets, although I 
don’t like them much.”

My thoughts were mixed about placid zombies. A part of me 
felt sorry for them; they hadn’t asked to get infected and turn into 
a zombie. It was a step up from being a rabid, at least they didn’t 
have the overwhelming urge to eat humans. At least the scientists 
didn't seem to think so, and they ran extensive testing at the 
zombie assessment centres dotted around the country. But they 
were still something different and unknown, and therefore 
potentially dangerous. Everyone still needed to be cautious around 
zombies.

“If we take the long way round and go onto the M40, we can 
get into Manor Road and keep out of the way of the worst of the 
nests,” said Katie.

I checked on the directions Katie had punched into the satnav 
and nodded. “It’s the best way in, though it will take us an extra 
fifteen minutes. Better that than get set upon by some rabids and 
risk the van getting damaged.” You didn’t want to get stuck in a 
broken down vehicle surrounded by rabids. Glass and metal 
weren’t much of a deterrent when they could smell a living human 
inside.

“Or like last time,” said Katie. “When those idiots tried to take 
over the van. I still don’t get what they were trying to achieve.”

“Desperation makes people do stupid things.” I steered the van 
around several discarded vehicles. “Maybe they thought a police 
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van was safer than your average car.” And they’d be right; with 
reinforced frame, mesh window shields over the glass, and an array 
of weapons in the back, this was as safe as it got when you were on 
the streets.

“We are desperate,” said Katie. “But we don’t go around 
throwing ourselves at moving targets.” She pulled the clip out of 
her gun and inspected the bullets before reassembling it.

As I drove onto the motorway, I flicked on the headlights. 
Given the speed we were going, even if a rabid zombie saw us, they 
wouldn’t be able to keep up. Better to be able to see properly than 
risk smashing into a hole in the road or hitting an abandoned bike. 
Or even worse, a body.

“I wonder what happened to Mario and Steve?” said Katie, her 
voice quiet as she looked out of the window of the van, the dense 
black night pressing in on us. “It makes me sick to think about 
them being eaten.”

“If there’s any justice in the world,” I said, “it would have been 
swift. If there’s not enough left of them, they won’t come back as 
zombies.”

“Not exactly a comforting thought,” said Katie. “Have you ever 
thought what you would do if one of them bit you?” A rabid 
zombie carried the virus in its saliva, and even though we all carried 
a form of the virus, if you became infected with that specific strain, 
it was the end of the road for your sanity and hello to rabid zombie 
town.

I patted my sidearm. “I know exactly what I’d do. And I’d take 
as many of them with me as I could.” There was absolutely no way 
I would ever want to be a zombie. Either placid or rabid, it 
destroyed too much of your humanity. I still didn’t understand 
why we kept placids alive; they were shells of human beings as if 
they’d been stripped of everything that made them human.

Katie grunted in response. “That’s my plan, too.”
We drove in silence for ten minutes, both of us wrapped up in 

our thoughts. Not a surprise, given the chaos we lived in. This 
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messed up world led to a lot of introspection and pondering about 
the future and how it was shaping up now it was full of zombies.

“This is it,” said Katie, straightening in her seat.
I turned right and then took a left, pulling the vehicle to one 

side of the road and adjusting my radio’s volume. “Control, this is 
Officer Morton reporting in. We’ve arrived at Manor Road and 
await instructions.”

“Officer Morton, you will find the placids at the far end of the 
street in an abandoned cinema,” came the instant reply.

“I wonder what they’re watching,” muttered Katie.
I smiled at her. “Night of the Living Dead?”
“Shaun of the Dead is more my cup of tea,” said Katie.
“Maybe they’re Disney fans,” I said. “Could have Snow White 

playing.”
“Officer Morton, respond,” said Control.
The time for fun was over. “Understood, Control. We will 

round up the placids and take them to the assessment centre.” I 
glanced into the back of the van. We could sit up to twenty 
zombies in there, and were protected from them by a reinforced 
metal cage.

“Roger that, and try not to get bitten. Over and out.”
“He’s a real charmer,” said Katie. “Who’s on dispatch tonight?”
“That would be Derek, and he’s not known for his charm or 

sense of humour.” Derek Brown never smiled, smoked heavily, and 
lived off caffeine and sarcasm.

Katie shoved her helmet on her head and clipped the clasp shut 
under her chin. “Come on, let’s round this lot up, and we can 
return to base. I’m in desperate need of coffee.”

I briefly shut my eyes and rubbed my fingers over them, the late 
hour and tiredness making them sting. But we were almost done; 
we had an hour left of our shift. Get the zombies, round them up, 
and get the hell out of this place.

Checking for any immediate threats, we exited the van, guns 
out as we headed to the cinema. The doors were missing as we 
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entered the building, an ancient Tudor structure, with thick white 
walls and black beams on the ceiling, and did a brief sweep of the 
ground floor. 

“Only this room to check,” said Katie, pointing her gun 
towards the main screen in the cinema.

“Cover my back while I get the door open,” I said.
“Will do,” said Katie. She was always professional when it 

counted.
I eased the door open an inch and heard shuffling sounds 

inside. “We’ve got company,” I whispered.
“How many?” asked Katie.
“Unknown,” I said. The fact that the zombies hadn’t burst out 

when they’d heard us meant they were most likely placids. Rabid 
zombies acted on instinct, and attacked quickly, the scent of living 
humans driving them into a frenzy.

I risked flicking on my flashlight and shone it into the room. I 
spotted five zombies, their attention on the beam of light. “Looks 
safe enough,” I said, pulling the door open wider.

For a few seconds, the zombies froze, their gazes now fixed on 
Katie and me as we stood in the doorway.

“Any chance we could get some lights on in here?” muttered 
Katie. “You never know what’s lurking behind one of these seats.”

“Looks like the power is out.” The only lights in the room were 
the green emergency signs over the doors. “Let’s do a sweep of the 
room, make sure we haven’t missed anybody, and get the zombies 
into the van.”

“Yes, boss.” Katie swiftly moved into action. Even though we 
were equal partners, she always deferred to my decisions. I 
sometimes wished she didn’t. I was a year out of zombie specialist 
training, and still had a lot to learn.

The placid zombies were no problem, though, and within the 
hour we’d rounded them up. We did a final sweep of the building, 
but found no more signs of life—or death, depending on what you 
thought zombies were.
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I jumped into the front of the van with Katie and removed my 
helmet, running my hands through my sweaty dark hair.

“You look terrible,” said Katie.
“It's my sex, drugs, and rock and roll lifestyle,” I said with a 

smile. “Hard living is not kind to my complexion.”
“You're not much older than me, and you could almost pass for 

my dad.”
I shook my head. “I don't think either of us look our best after 

dealing with a load of rotting bodies.”
“I blame the outfit,” said Katie. “Black does nothing for me.”
I grinned at her and pulled down the visor. As I looked in the 

visor mirror, I realized Katie was right. I looked about ten years 
older than my actual age of twenty-seven. I had dark smudges 
under my eyes, two days of stubble on my chin, and what looked 
like a permanent frown line between my eyebrows. This job aged 
you prematurely.

“To the assessment centre?” asked Katie, looking at me 
expectantly.

“Let’s do this,” I said, starting the engine and beginning the 
twenty-mile journey to offload our passengers. After that, we could 
go home.

The zombies were dispatched, Katie was safely at the base, and I 
cruised home in my car, exhaustion making me see double as I 
parked inside the gated complex three miles from work. I 
sometimes wondered why I kept this place on; I was barely home, 
work was my whole life these days.

Once inside, I set the alarm, needed to be aware of what might 
be creeping towards the door, opened a beer, and made a boil in 
the bag meal. The apartment hadn’t been altered in years, not since 
Melanie, my fiancée, had moved in and added far too much 
feminine charm for my liking. Her sparkly scatter cushions were 
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everywhere, floral prints on the wall, and several pairs of her shoes 
were discarded under the coffee table.

I finished my tasteless meal, took a quick shower, and headed 
into the bedroom. I eyed the double bed with caution. It still 
didn’t feel right sleeping in there, not with Mel gone. Worst of all, 
I’d woken up next to her after she’d turned in this very bed. She’d 
become a placid zombie in her sleep, the virus working its cruel 
power through her before I’d had a chance to say goodbye.

Another look at the bed and I shook my head; the sofa was 
comfortable enough. I crashed on it and passed out.



Chapter 3

“Listen up, we’re down two men since last night,” barked out 
Captain Page, his dark skin already gleaming with sweat as he 
stood under the harsh lighting in the station’s briefing room. Air 
conditioning was a luxury these days, and we had to endure 
whatever temperatures were thrown at us.

A murmur of concern ran through the group of a dozen officers 
in the room, and I felt Katie nudge me. “That would be Mario and 
Steve.”

Captain Page held up a hand and the room instantly silenced. 
“As I was saying, we’re down two exceptional officers. They met 
resistance from a rabid nest that we had not yet identified, and 
were overwhelmed.” He paused, and I saw him swallow. 

“What about the rabids, sir?” asked Saul Teacher, a skinny 
blond officer sitting at the back of the room.

“Details are still sketchy, but I’m dispatching two teams tonight 
to get further details on the nest and put the remaining rabids 
down,” said Captain Page.

Another murmur ran through the crowd. We would all be 
willing to do that job. Everybody liked Mario and Steve.

“I’ll be looking for volunteers to do a double shift as well, to 
make sure we are not too thinly spread,” said Captain Page.

A few groans were heard, but I lifted my hand. Better to do a 
double shift and keep occupied than sit at home and stare at four 
walls in silence, allowing unhappy memories to shove into me like 
jagged sticks.

Captain Page nodded at me. “I knew I could rely on you, 
Morton. Anybody else?”
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Katie sighed and also lifted a hand. “I can’t have you going out 
there on your own. You'll only get bitten,” she muttered to me.

“You don’t have to,” I said, although I was secretly pleased she’d 
be keeping me company.

“Yes, I do, loser,” said Katie.
“Good work, people,” said Captain Page. “Now, I have another 

volunteering opportunity. As some of you may have heard on our 
wonderful rumour mill, a new initiative is being set up in the south 
west of the country. It seems we’ve got ourselves an opportunity to 
implement the trial of a large-scale placid zombie refuge.”

“You make them sound like hippies, Captain, not monsters 
that would rip your throat out as soon as look at you,” said Officer 
Scott Temple, slapping a large hand on the desk in front of him.

“Could be a good place to round the zombies up and take them 
out in one go,” shouted another officer. “Get a team together with 
some semi-automatics and have a shoot off.”

“Quiet down,” said Captain Page. “The refuge is just that, a 
haven for placid zombies.”

The room filled with murmurs again, which were silenced by 
the Captain’s fierce glare. “Remember, it could have been any one 
of you. We are the fortunate ones, we were all infected by the virus 
but didn’t change into zombies. Some of those placid zombies are 
still loved and have friends and family helping them. And for all 
their wisdom, rightly or wrongly, the Government has determined 
placid zombies are safe.”

“The Government knows nothing,” said Scott. “They have 
been hiding underground for so long they don’t have any clue 
about what’s happening in the real world.”

Captain Page continued as if Scott hadn’t spoken. “Providing 
the zombies receive regular and suitable nourishment, they have 
been deemed to be an asset to the community, and we need to find 
ways to integrate better with them.”

“There’s no way you’ll find me living next door to a placid 
zombie,” said Scott. “Who’s to say they won’t turn rabid next 
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week, or next month, or ten years down the line? If we let these 
freaks get into our communities, we’re asking for trouble.”

“Which is why these refuges are being set up in discreet parts of 
the country,” said Captain Page. “This place, provisionally called 
Zee Town, has been running small-scale trials for several years. The 
trials are being monitored closely by a Council and medical 
experts, and there is a team of professionals working with residents 
to train them in how to care for placid zombies.”

“They should have called it Freak Town,” said Scott.
“Can you imagine, living in a place where you are surrounded 

by zombies?” Katie muttered to me. “Must take some getting used 
to.”

I shot her a glance and nodded. It didn’t sound like the kind of 
place I wanted to be anywhere near.

Captain Page continued, flicking through the notes in front of 
him. “Each zombie is given a mentor or guide—if they don’t 
already have one. I believe family members have stepped up to take 
on this role. In addition, a border and security patrol have been 
established at any exposed points of this refuge. The area itself was 
chosen because it has a number of natural features in the 
geography that make it easy to defend, with woods, hills and the 
sea at several borders.”

“And what do they want volunteers for?” asked Scott. “Live 
bait?” Several officers laughed at this comment.

“The town is recruiting,” said Captain Page. “They are looking 
for experienced, capable officers to run the police department in 
Zee Town.”

“What happened to their existing police service?” asked another 
officer.

“They must have been turned themselves, or abandoned their 
posts,” said Captain Page. “There are four slots available; three 
officers and a sergeant are needed.”
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“You’ll need a bigger force than that,” said Scott. “If they fill the 
place with zombies and expect four officers to take them down, 
they’re out of their minds.”

“They aren’t going to be taking anybody down,” said Captain 
Page, sighing loudly. “This is a test, to see if a human community 
and the placid zombie community can live peacefully side-by-side. 
I must admit, much like a number of you, I had some doubts about 
the likelihood of success of this new way of living. But the trials 
have been excellent, with both humans and zombies thriving in 
this unique situation.”

“I think I’ll stick to the zombie infested streets I know and 
love,” said Katie. “What about you?” she whispered to me.

“I’ll pass,” I said. “I tried living with a placid zombie once, and it 
didn’t go so well.” My thoughts flashed to Melanie; the way she’d 
shambled around the apartment after she’d turned, looking for 
something to eat, and seeming confused and unsteady on her feet. 
I’d been too shocked to do anything at first and had even drawn 
my gun on her. I’d wondered about putting her out of her misery. 
At the time, I didn’t know enough about placid zombies to know 
how they felt and if they experienced pain. Had Melanie 
remembered her former life and was stuck inside a horrible placid 
shell? The experts in the white coats still weren’t sure.

Katie gave my arm a brief squeeze; she knew my background, 
and she’d seen enough of her friends turn into zombies. She was 
lucky, though, she still had her fiancé, Brad, who also worked in 
the police in another town. I was glad they had each other; there 
was nothing worse than going home every night and sitting in an 
empty apartment.

“I’ll leave more details about this Zee Town on the bulletin 
board,” said Captain Page, his gaze landing on me for a second. “I 
believe there are several of you in the division who would make a 
great asset to this trial. You would be early adopters of a system 
that may well be rolled out across the whole country, and 
potentially the world.”
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“Not if I’ve got anything to do with it,” muttered Scott.
The Captain continued. “There are a few other placid refuges 

being tried in other countries, but it seems like we are the first to 
take it seriously and attempt a full integration of zombies and 
humans. It could be an interesting experiment to be a part of.”

Nobody made any comment. It would seem as if everyone in 
the room was in agreement; this trial was a ridiculous idea.

“That will be all for now,” said Captain Page, dismissing us with 
a wave of his hand. “Report at the desk for your assignments. Good 
luck out there tonight, and stay safe.” It was his standard sign-off at 
the end of every briefing.

Katie hopped from her seat, downing what must have been her 
fifth cup of coffee of the evening. “Let’s saddle up, partner. I have a 
feeling we’ll have some rabid zombies to hunt down tonight.”

I twisted my neck from side to side, relieving some of the 
tension I felt. “After last night, I want a simple patrol, with not a 
zombie in sight.”

“You know they will give us the rabid nest,” said Katie as she 
waited for me by the briefing room’s entrance. “We’re good at 
what we do. Why would they send anybody else out to do the job?”

“They’ll never let some tiny little blonde thing into a rabid 
nest,” said Scott, his meaty hands gripping onto his biceps as he 
stalked over to Katie. “They leave that work to the real men.”

“Point me in the direction of any of those,” said Katie with a sly 
smile. “I’ll see if they're interested in the job.”

Scott stepped into Katie’s space and glared down at her.
I eased a hand onto his shoulder and dug my fingers into his 

muscle. Scott was solid, standing at over six feet tall, and enjoyed 
intimidating people that he considered smaller and weaker than 
him. He didn’t know Katie that well if he thought she’d be 
intimidated by his bulk. “Perhaps you want to step back before she 
does you any real harm. I’ve seen Katie in action, and she doesn’t 
miss her targets.”
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“And there’s a lot of target in front of me that will be easy to 
hit,” spat Katie, her glare as fierce as Scott’s.

Scott jabbed Katie hard with a finger. “Stay out of my way, little 
girl. If you get yourself in trouble with some of the zombies out 
there, I won’t waste my time coming to save you.”

“I can save myself,” snarled Katie.
“Let’s get out of here,” I said to her. I'd tangled with Scott 

before and knew he fought dirty, and I needed Katie in top 
fighting form—especially if her guess was right, and we’d be going 
up against a rabid nest.

“Whatever. He’s not worth wasting my energy over.” Katie 
shoved Scott out of her way and stomped over to the assignment 
desk.

“What’s she like?” Scott grinned at me, his eyes on Katie as she 
walked away.

“She’s a good partner,” I said, getting the underlying meaning in 
his words.

“I heard she’s a real spitfire,” said Scott.
My fists clenched. “She is when it comes to zombies.”
“Are the two of you, you know?” asked Scott.
This time, it was my turn to shove Scott, and he hit the door 

with a thud. “Keep your mouth shut about my partner. She is 
nothing to do with you. Katie’s a great officer, and you’d be wise to 
make friends with her.”

“Why’s that?” sneered Scott.
“Katie’s not going to be with us grunts for long. And when she’s 

up in the ranks looking down at us and making decisions over our 
future, do you think she’ll have forgotten that you tried to 
intimidate her?”

“I’m not scared of her,” said Scott, glowering at me.
“You should be,” I said. “She’s better than both of us combined, 

and she’d take you down in a heartbeat.”
“Nick,” said Katie, standing on the other side of the door, a slip 

of paper in one hand. “We’ve got the rabid nest.”



Chapter 4

The previous night on rabid patrol duty had sapped my energy to 
almost breaking point, and a hollow ache sat behind my eyes. We’d 
found the rabid zombie nest, as instructed, and dispatched six of 
them. But there were several that had gotten away.

We were out again, darkness sucking up the few remaining 
wisps of light, as I scanned the area, Katie by my side, our guns 
were drawn and attention on high alert.

“Have you given any more thought to that Zee Town?” 
muttered Katie, her gaze fixed straight ahead.

“It’s not something that interests me. I can’t see it working,” I 
said.

“It is interesting, though,” said Katie. “The idea that we could 
live alongside placid zombies.”

“It’s creepy and weird.”
“But you’ve said it yourself, placid zombies may have some of 

their humanity left,” said Katie. “What if we could live alongside 
them? It would be a huge bonus to the police. No need for lengthy 
assessment procedures and no need to round them up. If we knew 
the placids were safe, we could integrate them with humans. 
Maybe even get some working with the police.”

I snorted a laugh, not able to envisage zombies keeping order 
and arming them with Tasers and guns. “Are you planning to sign 
up for the trial if you find it so appealing?”

“Not a chance,” said Katie with a grin. “My ambitions run 
higher than settling in some tiny coastal town and holding hands 
with zombies. 
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I knew that to be true. I also knew Katie was more than capable 
of getting to the top of the police ranks if she wanted to. “So why 
the interest?”

“The position might suit you.”
“You think my future is stuck in the back of beyond playing 

nice with zombies?”
“No, I didn’t mean it like that,” said Katie. “It’s just that, well, 

you’ve been through a lot. Losing Melanie, and your family gone. I 
figured you might want a quieter life, a life that doesn’t involve 
living on fear and adrenaline. I hate to say it, but you’ve been 
looking a little tired recently.”

“We both look tired, and so we should. Double shifts are 
exhausting,” I said. “Now, focus on the job at hand. Let’s round up 
these remaining rabids.”

“Yes, sir,” said Katie, and fell silent.
I paused as I heard a noise down an alleyway to my right. “This 

way.”
We crept down the alleyway, keeping to the shadows, guns 

raised as the noise intensified. I pointed ahead and then left, 
indicating that the sound was coming from around the corner. 
Katie nodded and flanked me as I inched forward.

I turned the corner, my gun raised.
“Don’t shoot me,” quavered out a weak voice. Underneath a 

pile of cardboard boxes lay a man, his straggly beard and watery 
blue eyes put his age anywhere from forty to sixty.

I lowered my gun. “You shouldn’t be out here. We’ve had 
reports of rabids in the area.”

“They won’t touch me,” said the man, looking up at me. “I’ve 
been bitten. They don’t like me now.”

I looked at Katie and shook my head. That wasn’t possible, 
once you were bitten by a rabid zombie you turned into one of 
them, end of story.
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“You should get yourself to the shelter on Crabtree Avenue,” 
said Katie. “They’re usually full, but you could be in luck and get 
yourself a bed for the night, and maybe a decent meal and a bath.”

“I’m fine here,” said the man. “Nobody troubles me, especially 
not the zombies.”

There was no point in debating with him. Many people 
preferred to live outside and not risk getting trapped in any 
enclosed spaces with zombies. I also preferred being outdoors. 
There were more opportunities to hide and plenty of spaces to run 
to if you ever got into trouble with the rabids.

After checking the rest of the alleyway, we retreated onto the 
main road and continued our search.

“What that guy said about being bitten and getting an 
immunity from zombies,” said Katie. “It’s not the first time I’ve 
heard that.”

I waved her comment away. “It’s nonsense, a myth. People like 
to pander to that rubbish in the vague hope that if they ever get 
bitten themselves they might survive.”

“No, it’s being studied at the moment,” said Katie. “They’ve got 
a few candidates they’re running tests on who have been bitten by 
a rabid zombie and survived—with no ill effects.”

“I don’t believe that,” I said. “Once the rabid form of the virus 
is in your system that’s it.”

“Some people seem to be immune,” said Katie. “We’ve all got 
the virus in our heads; it’s just that it impacts on us differently.”

“If a rabid bites you, you turn into a rabid zombie,” I said. “No 
amount of testing and theorising will change that.”

“So you’re an expert on genetic mutations?” asked Katie, 
quirking an eyebrow at me. “And here I was thinking I had a bull-
headed zombie hunter as a partner.”

I grinned. “You do have one of those, but there’s no point in 
giving people false hope about rabid zombies.”

“Maybe, but it’s an idea,” said Katie.
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I raised a fist, signaling silence, and Katie stilled. A shuffling 
sound drifted from a nearby building, and I indicated the location 
to Katie as we moved forward, guns drawn again.

“Rabids,” whispered Katie.
“Could be,” I said. “Stay alert.” She always did, I didn’t need to 

tell her that, but it was instinct. We needed to have our wits about 
us if we were to encounter a nest of rabids.

The noise stopped and then started again in a different 
location. I focused on the source of the noise, which was now 
coming from ground level off to our right. A black bag of garbage 
moved and a nose emerged. It was a dog.

We both lowered our guns; animals couldn’t turn into zombies. 
They were, rather sadly, a food source for the rabids.

“Isn’t that the dog you fed the other night?” asked Katie, 
moving towards him.

“I think it is. Be careful,” I said. “You don’t know how friendly 
he is.”

“Looks half-starved to me,” said Katie. “Have you got another 
one of those protein bars you can spare?”

“Why don’t you use your protein bar?”
“Because I’m a growing girl, and I need the food for myself,” 

said Katie, flexing her arm muscles.
“Fine,” I muttered, pulling out a protein bar from my pocket 

and breaking it into pieces.
The dog instantly pricked his ears and walked towards me, ribs 

visible beneath the short fur.
I dropped the pieces of protein bar onto the ground. “Here you 

go. That might keep you going for another night or two. But best 
you don’t hang around here, the rabids will see you as a tasty snack 
if they catch your scent.” Animals weren’t a rabid zombie’s first 
choice of food. It was always humans first, second and third on the 
menu. But if they were desperate, they would eat any warm-
blooded animal.
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The dog took five seconds to eat the food and then sat down, 
gazing up at me, licking his chops as if expecting another round.

“That’s your lot from me. Turn those puppy dog eyes on my 
partner if you want anything else,” I said to the dog.

“No way,” said Katie. “This one is all you. If he follows you 
home, you’ve only got yourself to blame.”

I reached out and let the dog sniff my fingers, and he gave them 
a tentative lick. “Let’s finish this patrol. We’ve got four more 
buildings to search, and then we can move to the next area.” I 
patted the dog on the head and walked away, Katie by my side.

I turned and saw the dog was following us. I held out a hand to 
him. “No, you stay. It’s not safe for you to be with us.”

“That's sweet, you've made a new friend,” said Katie.
“Stay,” I ordered the dog. After a few seconds, he gave a whine 

but then sat on his haunches. I walked backward for a couple of 
steps to check that he wasn’t following us before turning my 
attention to the patrol.

“Where to first?” asked Katie.
“The supermarket and then the dress shop opposite,” I said.
“And I wanted to pick out a new outfit before we got any 

further,” said Katie. “Maybe a cute scarf to accent the stark black of 
my uniform or a fancy hat.”

I shook my head. “I doubt there will be any proms or balls this 
year. No opportunity to show off your fancy hat.”

“You never know,” said Katie. “If Brad is working, maybe Scott 
will want to take me out. He seems to be fond of me.”

I grinned. “He’s intimidated by you.”
Katie wrinkled her nose. “I know, and he should be.”
I pulled open the door of the supermarket and was hit in the 

chest by a rabid zombie. 



Chapter 5

The impact of the rabid zombie had me flying through the air, and 
I crashed to the ground, my head bouncing off the pavement, 
cushioned by my head gear. My grip remained firm on my gun as I 
pulled down the visor to cover my face and prevent the snarling 
zombie from making contact with any flesh.

He was a large male, and from the unhealthy smell of him, he’d 
been a rabid for some time, eyes the usual flat gray and bloodshot, 
with pale blotchy skin on his face and hands. He snapped his teeth 
in my face once more, before grabbing hold of my arm and biting 
down. The Kevlar uniform prevented him from causing any 
damage to my flesh. But even so, I could feel the strength in his 
jaws and knew that if he worked on the material for long enough, 
he’d get through.

Despite being in such close quarters, I aimed my weapon and 
fired, blasting the zombie away from me. I jumped to my feet and 
looked around for Katie, spotting her ten feet away, three zombies 
surrounding her. They were too close to her to risk me firing, so I 
ran over, disabling one with my Taser while Katie downed a 
second.

“Watch your back,” she shouted as she faced off with the final 
zombie. “More rabids on your six.”

I twisted around, gun raised, as four more rabid zombies rushed 
out of the store. They were followed a few seconds later by another 
three. “We need to move off the street, we're too exposed.”

“The church,” shouted Katie. “We can hole up in there. It 
might be easier to pick them off if we can get a good vantage 
point.”
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“Let’s go.” I watched as Katie dispatched the last zombie in this 
group with lethal precision before we dashed across the street 
towards the church, the remaining zombies on our heels.

We raced through the churchyard, and I sent up a silent prayer 
to whichever god might be listening, hoping that the doors were 
not locked. If they were, we’d just backed ourselves into a corner.

Thankfully, one of the doors stood ajar and we pushed through, 
Katie in front, sending up a shower of dust as she dashed inside.

“Check the interior to make sure it’s safe,” I said. “I’ll deal with 
the door.”

Katie nodded, switching on the high beam flashlight on her 
helmet and scanning the interior of the church, the light flicking 
efficiently from side to side.

My heart pounded as I pulled a heavy desk across the doors. 
There didn’t seem any way of locking the thick wooden doors of 
the church, and I could hear the zombies racing towards us across 
the gravel pathway.

“Help me with some of these benches,” I said. “We can use 
them as wedges against the door.”

Katie hurried towards me. “No sign of anyone inside, but I’ve 
only done a sweep of the ground level.” She grabbed the end of the 
bench and between the two of us we used it as a solid wedge to jam 
the door shut. The timing was perfect, just as we’d forced the 
bench into place, several zombies impacted on the outside of the 
door.

I jumped away from the door. “Did you spot any other 
entrances?”

“There’s a small door at the back, but that was locked. Best we 
reinforce that, too. It didn’t look too sturdy.” Katie eyed the main 
door cautiously. “We need to find a way to take them out.”

I nodded. “They won’t give up now they know we’re in here. 
Let’s get this place secured and get up somewhere high; see what 
sort of view we’ve got.”
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We spent a few minutes searching the ground floor of the 
church before jamming a couple of benches against the only back 
door. It was a small place of worship, a dozen movable pews, a 
small altar, and a tiny kitchen. Most of the stained glass had gone 
from the windows, but they were high enough up to make it 
difficult for the zombies to get through.

Dust shot up my nose as I moved aside a bundle of pamphlets, 
and I resisted the urge to sneeze. It would seem that the place had 
not been used for some time—it had most likely been abandoned 
when the uprising took place.

“I found a route upstairs,” said Katie, gesturing with her thumb 
over one shoulder. “Through that back room. It’s a tight fit, old 
stone steps that twist around. We’ll have to go up one at a time.”

“You cover me, and I’ll go first.” I moved towards her.
“You don’t always need to protect me,” said Katie with a frown. 

“I can look out for myself.”
“I know you can; I saw what you did to those zombies out 

there.” But I could see that Katie’s eyes were a little too wide, and 
the color had drained from her cheeks. Despite her tough exterior, 
I never forgot how new she was to this job and how frightening 
rabid zombies were to everybody, me included. “Follow me up. 
That’s an order.”

Katie nodded, and I walked through the low ceilinged back 
room to a flight of stone steps, that twisted up into a deep 
blackness that had me hesitating for a few seconds.

“Are you sure you want to go first?” Katie grinned at me in the 
gloom.

“No, but let’s get on with this.” I checked the bullets in my gun 
and made my way up the cold steps. Halfway up, there was a 
balcony that looked down over the church pews. Another dozen 
steps and we hit a door. I eased it open and stepped out into the 
cool night air.

Once we were outside, we did a scan of the rooftop. We were 
alone.
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Katie gestured at the edge of the roof. “Watch your step around 
here, some of the tiles are missing, and the wood underneath isn’t 
too solid.”

I tested the exposed beam I stood on and felt it bend under my 
weight, a sign of moisture getting in or possibly woodworm. 
“What can you see below?”

“They’re still out there,” she muttered, peering over the edge. “I 
see six of them. They’re crowded around the main door.”

“How is your aim from this far away?” I sighted the zombies 
through my gun. Even I would have trouble making an accurate hit 
from this distance.

“I’m happy to give it a go,” said Katie. “Got a gold medal for my 
shooting range skills.”

That didn’t surprise me. “See what you can do with the real 
thing,” I said. “I’m going to check around the back. I was sure that 
ten zombies made it out of that store. We downed three, but I 
don’t want any of them creeping in another way and catching us 
out.”

Katie nodded, her focus on the zombies below. I’d only moved 
a few steps before she fired off her first round and let out a 
triumphant hiss.

I inched around some of the more rotten looking wooden 
beams and looked down into the gloom in the churchyard. The 
new moon overhead didn’t help to highlight any zombies lurking 
around the gravestones, and I flicked on my high beam torch and 
shone it from side to side across the churchyard. For a second, I 
thought I spotted a furtive movement low down on the ground, 
but when I refocused the torch beam, it had gone. It could have 
been a zombie or a rat. I hadn’t gotten a good enough look.

Katie fired off another shot. “Four to go,” I heard her mutter 
from across the rooftop.

The sound of splintering wood was followed by a loud crash 
from below. “They’ve gotten through.” Sweat broke out on my 
forehead. “How many did you get?”
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“Two,” said Katie, hurrying towards me.
“That means at least four coming for us, maybe more,” I said. 

“We should be able to pick them off one by one as they come up 
the stairs, but we need to be quick.” I dashed to the door and 
pulled it open wide, staring into the darkness and shrinking back as 
I heard shuffling feet and muted growls from below.

“We should go to them,” whispered Katie, sticking close to my 
side. “We could take them out before they know where we are.”

“No, let them come to us. They will have to squeeze up the 
staircase one at a time. We are in a better position if we stay here,” 
I said, although I was also itching to end this fight and take back 
control from the zombies.

A scrabbling sound came from the stone steps, and I raised my 
gun in readiness. What rounded the corner wasn’t a zombie, it was 
a dog!

“Don’t shoot,” I said to Katie, lowering my gun as the dog shot 
through the door and skidded as he turned, hackles raised and 
teeth bared as he glared at the open door.

“It’s that same dog!” said Katie with a startled laugh. “He must 
have come through when the zombies broke the door down. He’s a 
fast little thing to get past the rabids.”

I shook my head in disbelief. “I guess he doesn’t know the 
meaning of the word stay.” I didn’t know why, but having this 
skinny, flea-bitten animal with us was something of a comfort.

The dog looked at me and then Katie, some of the aggression 
slipping from his eyes as if he was trying to let us know he meant 
no harm and was here to help.

I rolled my shoulders and adjusted the grip on my gun. “Since 
you’re here, you have to fight on our side,” I said to the dog. “If 
there are any rabids on the stairs, you take them down.”

For a second, I thought he gave me a nod of agreement, but 
then the dog’s attention went to the door, and his growling began 
again.
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“They’re coming,” said Katie. She glanced at me. “Are we 
ready?”

I nodded. “We’re ready. Let’s take these rabids down and make 
the town safe again.”



Chapter 6

Tiny tingles of pain shot up my arm as I kept the gun pointed at 
the door, a yawning blackness in front of me.

Something was coming. The shuffling sounds on the stone and 
the reverberating growls from the dog indicated unwanted 
company was near.

“Quiet,” I ordered the dog and he instantly silenced. “I wish you 
were that obedient,” I said to Katie.

She grunted in reply, her gaze intent on the door. “What are 
they waiting for? An invitation to come and chew on us?”

“Maybe they haven’t picked up our scent,” I said. “We’ve been 
around the whole church; they might be doing the same—trying 
to pick up the freshest scent before they go on the hunt.”

“With us as their prey,” she muttered. “Maybe they think they 
can draw us out if they wait long enough.”

“They don’t think like that,” I said. “They act on instinct; hunt 
and destroy. That’s all rabid zombies do.”

I clicked the volume up on my radio. “Control, this is Nick 
Morton.” I looked at Katie. “Backup would be wise.”

“We can handle them,” said Katie.
“We have no idea how big that rabid nest is. Could be another 

horde coming our way,” I said. “I know you're good with your gun, 
but not that good.”

“Go ahead,” said Control. Derek was looking after the radio 
again tonight.

“Requesting backup at Watlington Church. Up to seven rabid 
zombies inside the building.”

“Can you repeat your location?”
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I didn’t want to speak any louder for fear of alerting the 
zombies. “The roof of Watlington Church.”

There was radio silence for what felt like an hour but was 
probably only thirty seconds. “No available teams close by to 
support you. I’ve put out a request, but it will be at least two hours 
before anyone can assist.”

“It will be finished by then,” said Katie. “Either we’ll be dead or 
the zombies will. Getting backup is a waste of time.”

She was right, the zombies wouldn’t wait that long to attack. 
We would have to do this on our own. “Confirmed, Control. 
Morton out.”

“Stay safe, Nick.” Even through the crackly radio, I could hear 
the concern in Derek’s voice.

“They think we’re zombie meat,” said Katie.
“We’ll show them,” I said. “I had plans to do some fishing this 

weekend, maybe watch the game with a few beers. Don't want my 
plans disrupted by a few hungry zombies.”

“I can imagine you in waders, beer bottles cooling in the water 
as you wait for the catch of the day.” Katie flashed me a smile.

It did sound like a good plan. I couldn't remember the last time 
I'd taken a break from this job.

The dog pawed the ground and lowered his head, teeth 
exposed.

“Looks like your new guard dog is trying to tell you something,” 
whispered Katie.

“Stay focused.” I flexed my trigger finger, my breath held as I 
waited for the first zombie to arrive.

A blast of movement shot up the steps, accompanied by the 
foul stench of decaying body parts, as three zombies tried to leap 
over each other to be the first to get to us. Katie and I fired 
together, hitting the same zombie. He fell backwards down the 
steps taking the others with him. But there were more coming at 
us.
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“Focus on your left side,” I ordered Katie, aiming my gun on the 
zombie who’d launched through the door, hands curled and teeth 
exposed as he snapped and salivated.

“I’m on it.” Katie swung her gun to the left.
“No way, my friend,” I said to the zombie. “You are not making 

me your midnight snack.” He lunged as I fired. My aim was wide, 
hitting the zombie in the left shoulder. He staggered back several 
steps but remained focused on me, ignoring the seeping bullet 
wound, black, sticky tar-like blood oozing from the hole. My next 
shot was dead on, and the zombie fell down.

“Nick! There’s more coming through,” yelled Katie.
I turned to the door and saw two zombies—one male, and one 

female. They separated as they came through the door, one 
heading straight for Katie and the other for me.

“Are you good?” I called out, unable to get a clear view of her 
past the zombie.

“Don’t worry about me; I’m fine,” she shouted, firing her gun.
The dog growled. “You want to take this one?” I said to him, 

keeping my gaze on the zombie.
From the corner of my eye, I saw the dog take a couple of steps 

back—as if indicating he didn’t want to take on a zombie on his 
own. I couldn’t blame him. They would—quite literally—eat him 
alive.

“Don’t worry, I’ve got this one.” I raised my gun and fired. 
Nothing happened.

I backed up, releasing the clip, slamming it against my side and 
shoving it into the gun, hoping a bullet hadn’t stuck in the 
chamber, and I wasn't about to blow up my hand when I fired 
again.

“Nick!” The panic in Katie’s voice was clear, and I risked a look 
to see that she was cornered by two zombies.

Before I had a chance to respond, the zombie in front of me 
pounced, and I lurched to one side to avoid his cold clutches. I 
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tried my gun again, but it was still jammed. I threw it to one side 
with a muttered curse and yanked out my Taser.

Two shots fired out from across the other side of the church 
roof as Katie fought against her zombies.

My own attacker’s gaze went down to the fierce sounding 
growls coming from the dog. I used this distraction to fire off my 
Taser. It had the desired effect, and the zombie went to his knees, 
but only for a second before lunging up again and swiping a hand 
at my legs.

I jumped out of the way, but in doing so, left the dog exposed, 
and the zombie fastened his fingers onto him. I pulled out my 
baton, determined that the dog wouldn’t suffer because of me. 

I ran forwards, a cracking sound filling my ears as I did so. The 
roof gave way under my feet, and I was standing on thin air, the 
smell of rotten wood filling my nose as I plummeted downwards.



Chapter 7

My eyes flickered open, dust and grime inside the lids making 
them sting. I blinked several times to clear my vision, and as I 
slowly moved my head around, remembered I’d fallen through the 
church roof. I was on the balcony one floor below. I let out a 
painful sigh of relief. If I’d made it all the way to the ground floor, I 
wouldn’t be alive. The floor below was stone and much less 
forgiving than the wood I lay on.

I tasted blood in my mouth as I remained on my back and 
checked that my fingers and toes still worked. My right ankle gave 
an unhealthy feeling throb as I twisted my foot, could be a bad 
sprain or worse still, a break from where I’d landed badly. My left 
leg also felt heavier than it should, but the toes worked. 

Every movement felt like a supreme effort, but I dragged a hand 
up and tested the radio. Despite repeatedly clicking it and turning 
up the volume, it made no sound. Most likely it had been broken 
by the fall.

I eased myself up an inch, aware that there may still be zombies 
inside the church. But it seemed unlikely. If they were in here, they 
would have found me and chewed through my protective gear. As I 
lifted my right arm, I noticed several deep bite marks in the 
material. Despite complaining about how uncomfortable the bite 
gear was, at that moment, I was grateful for it.

I froze as I heard a whining noise. It wasn’t a typical zombie 
sound; they tended to snarl and growl. No, this sounded more like 
an injured animal. The dog! The last time I’d seen him, he was 
biting down on the zombie that had hold of him. I’d assumed he 
hadn’t made it.
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Looking around again, I shuffled into a half-seated position, 
immediately spotting the reason for my heavy left leg. The dog lay 
across my thigh. I swallowed the sick feeling that ran through me; 
he was missing a leg, one of his front limbs gone, a wide pool of 
blood beneath him as he lay half-conscious across me.

I sat up fully, my movements making the dog whine again, in 
obvious pain. I rested a dust covered hand on top of his head. 
“Sorry, buddy. You got that injury because you were defending 
me.”

The dog half opened his eyes and looked at me for a few 
seconds before shutting them again and leaning into my stroke. He 
didn’t have long to live; he’d lost a lot of blood, and I didn’t even 
know if a dog could survive with three legs.

Another look round the balcony showed no evidence of 
zombies. I peered over the edge and spotted the remains of the 
zombie who’d attacked me. He hadn’t survived the fall, his neck at 
an unnatural angle as he sprawled on the ground. As my thoughts 
cleared, I recalled hearing Katie fire two shots at the zombies that 
were attacking her. That should mean there were no more rabid 
zombies around.

“Katie?” I risked calling out her name, hoping she’d survived. 
There was an eerie silence in response. “Give me a minute, boy, I 
need to check that my other partner is okay.” As gently as I could, I 
eased the dog off my lap, my bite gear slick with his blood. My 
ankle had me hissing in pain as I put weight on it. I grabbed a piece 
of broken wood to use as a makeshift walking stick and inched my 
way to the church roof.

Half of the roof had collapsed, and what remained didn’t look 
safe to stand on. There was no sign of Katie. I knew she wouldn’t 
have abandoned me. Dread settled in my gut. Something must 
have happened to her.

I tried my radio again and cursed. The nearest contact point 
was the van, and although it was only a few minutes’ walk away, it 
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felt like a million miles as I looked out over the church roof, the 
sky still dark, pinpricks of starlight shining down on me.

I limped down the stone steps, wincing every time I stepped on 
my right ankle. The dog was still breathing, although it appeared 
labored and shallow.

“Looks like you’re the only partner I have around right now,” I 
said to him. “Do you think you can bear being handled?”

The dog let out a big sigh, which I took as his acceptance. I 
eased him onto his side, scooped him into my arms, his remaining 
legs sticking out in front of me, making sure that his wound wasn’t 
touched. He was so thin; he weighed barely anything, and although 
he whimpered several times, he made no attempt to get away or 
bite me. As crazy as it sounded, I felt like he trusted me.

Another painful flight of stairs down to the ground floor and I 
was drenched in sweat. I called out Katie’s name several times, 
searching for her in case she had also fallen through the roof when 
it gave way. But there was nothing. Not even any smears of blood. 
Maybe she had managed to get away and hadn’t noticed me on the 
balcony, or assumed I’d been killed in the fall.

My nerve endings tingled as I limped through the churchyard. I 
was too vulnerable, holding this wounded dog, no gun, no Taser, 
and injured myself. If there were any rabid zombies around, I 
wouldn’t stand a chance.

The van glinted down the street under the weak moonlight, 
and I increased my limping gait. Just needed to get into the van, 
call Control, and get people out to search for Katie. Fifty steps to 
go and my ankle screamed in protest. I gritted my teeth and carried 
on. Thirty steps and black spots danced before my eyes. Twenty 
tiny steps that was all I needed to do. I adjusted my grip on the dog 
and took in a deep, shuddering breath, trying to block out the pain. 
He twisted his skinny head around and licked my hand, and 
somehow, that gesture gave me the strength to stumble the rest of 
the way to the van.
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I choked out a cry of relief as the locks pinged open when I hit 
the key fob, and I placed the dog on the passenger seat. Blood 
stained the fabric, but I didn’t care. I wanted him next to me where 
I could keep an eye on him.

A swift check around the outside of the van confirmed my 
worst fears; Katie had not made it. I slid into the driver’s seat and 
shut the door behind me before switching on the radio. “Come in 
Control, this is Nick Morton.”

“Nick, we were getting worried,” said Derek. “What’s your 
situation?”

“We lost control of the rabids on the roof of the church,” I said. 
“As far as I can tell, they’re all dead. But Katie’s missing and I’m 
injured.”

“Any bites?” The tone was a cautious one.
“Not to me.” I looked at the dog. “But I’m bringing in 

somebody who has been injured. Make sure we’ve got Beth there 
to administer treatment.”

“Who is it? A civilian?”
“I’ll explain when I get to base.” I knew I’d get complaints if I 

brought a dog in with me, but I was not leaving him behind.
“We’ve got a team on its way to you. They will search for Katie. 

Get yourself back to base.”
I nodded. I had to hope Katie was doing okay wherever she was. 

I was in no condition to help her. Black dots of unconsciousness 
beckoned me as I used my injured ankle to press the gas pedal of 
the van. “Roger that. Be back soon.”

“We’ll be waiting for you, Nick. Control out.”
I reached over and patted the dog’s head, checking to make sure 

he was still breathing. He was. This was one strong dog and seemed 
resolute in clinging to life. 

As I drove away, keeping a sharp lookout for Katie, I wondered 
how the dog would manage with three legs. I doubted it would be 
much of a life for him, but I was determined to help him if I could. 
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He’d helped me on the church roof and it was time I repaid the 
favor.



Chapter 8

I limped up and down the length of the break room, my ankle 
complaining about every movement, cup of coffee in one hand. I’d 
driven back to base at breakneck speed and been met by a team of 
people at the entrance. They'd helped me as I'd collapsed out of the 
van, rambling about an injured dog. 

They’d taken him away after much shouting on my part to treat 
his wounds. It didn’t look too good for the dog, and I’d had to 
insist that our medic, Beth Brewster, treated him, despite her 
protesting that she didn’t have much experience with animals. We 
had to do what we could for him. At least give him a decent 
goodbye if he was too injured to be saved.

Once the dog had been taken to the emergency room, I’d been 
checked over myself, had my ankle strapped, grabbed a shower, 
clean change of clothes, and some food alongside several strong 
pain pills.

The door to the break room creaked open, and Derek from 
Control poked his head around it, a cigarette hanging out the 
corner of his mouth. “How are things?”

“Katie is still missing.” I halted my pacing across the room.
“And you?” Derek pushed the door wider and lit the cigarette. 

It was not okay to smoke in the break room, but Derek rarely cared 
about that, and I was too tired to tell him otherwise.

“As you can see, I made it back in one piece.”
“You gave us a scare in the control room when you went quiet,” 

said Derek. “We thought you’d finally been beaten.”
“It will take more than a few rabids to get rid of me,” I said, 

swirling the dregs of my coffee around.
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Derek scrubbed a hand through his thinning gray hair. “There 
was even a bet running that said you wouldn’t make it.”

I could guess who had started that. Scott Temple, hoping to be 
rid of Katie and me. I swallowed my anger. He may be half right; I 
was becoming desperate for news as to what had happened to 
Katie. It had been almost two hours, and the team had still not 
reported in from the church.

“I placed money on you getting back alive.” Derek sat down at 
the table and exhaled smoke around the room. “You’re made of 
tough stuff.”

I growled out a laugh. “Kevlar runs through my veins.”
Derek nodded. “And I hear you recruited a new partner.”
I eased myself into a seat opposite Derek. “We got some help at 

the church. This street dog latched onto me and came to my 
defense when the zombies arrived. He attacked the one that took 
me down.”

“And lost a leg as he did so,” said Derek. “Nasty business. I 
spoke to Beth a while ago. She said the dog’s heart gave out a 
couple of times, and she had to bring him back with the paddles.”

I tensed in my seat. “She hasn’t been in to tell me what’s going 
on.”

“Too busy saving that dog’s life to worry about you,” said Derek 
with a grunt. “But she also said he was stable. His wounds are 
patched up and she’s stopped the bleeding.”

“That’s good to know,” I said, feeling some of the tension ease 
from my shoulders. It didn’t sit well with me to know the dog may 
have sacrificed himself to save my life.

“If he recovers enough, and Katie doesn’t make it back, you 
could replace her with the dog.”

I shot Derek an evil glare. “Don’t even joke about that. Katie 
will be fine. She’s too good a member of this team to lose.”

“You won’t find me arguing about that.” Derek stubbed out his 
cigarette in an empty drink can and stood up. “Need to get back to 
work, other teams out there to monitor.” 
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“How many are still out?” A bone weary tiredness descended on 
me. There never seemed to be any end in sight for our patrolling 
and hunting. Worst of all, it didn’t seem to get us anywhere.

“Another five still to report in.” Derek patted me on the 
shoulder with a nicotine scented hand. “You did a good job 
tonight. One less rabid nest for us to worry about.”

I nodded and watched as Derek left the room. The door had 
only just shut before it was pushed open again and Beth entered, 
her white lab coat looking crumpled and her dark blonde hair 
swept messily from her narrow face.

“What’s the news on the dog?” I asked her as she poured herself 
a coffee and added two sugars.

“Give me a second,” said Beth, her voice gravelly. “This is my 
fifteenth hour of work, and if this super strength sludge doesn’t 
give me a kick start, all hope is lost.” She drained her cup in one 
long swallow and grimaced.

“Well?” I couldn’t wait any longer. “What news about the 
dog?”

Beth gave me a weary smile. “He’s in okay shape, considering he 
looks like a stray. He’s got some old injuries on him, several scars 
and a couple of bite marks from what were most probably zombie 
attacks. The front leg was totally lost, possibly ripped clean off by 
the zombie. He’s weak from lack of blood and food, but I’ve given 
him plenty of fluids, cleaned him up, and given him no doubt more 
vaccinations and injections than he’s ever had in his short life.”

I shuddered at the mention of his loss of limb. “Do you know 
how old he is?”

“Hard to tell, but his teeth are in decent condition, only a little 
wear on them, so I’d say young,” said Beth, leaning against the 
table. “Maybe a year or two old. His feet are in bad shape, 
suggesting he’s spent a lot of time outside. He may have been born 
on the streets and grown up learning how to survive against the 
rabids.”

“How do you rate his chance of survival?”
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“Good. The wound isn’t infected, and providing he responds to 
the antibiotics and other drugs I’ve given him, gets plenty of rest, 
lots of fluids, and a decent feed, he’ll be fine.” She let out a sigh and 
tipped her head to look at the ceiling. “Adjusting to life on three 
limbs as a stray dog, though, that’s going to be the hard thing. I 
wonder whether it would be kinder to put him to sleep. Once he’s 
out on the streets alone, he will be easy prey. It wouldn’t surprise 
me if he is picked up immediately and made a meal for a zombie 
once we let him loose.”

I slapped my hand down on the table making the empty cans on 
the top rattle. “No! There’s no way he’s being put to sleep. If you 
think he will survive this, then I owe it to him to give him a decent 
chance at life.”

“He’s a disabled dog, Nick,” said Beth, tilting her head down to 
look at me. “Maybe he won’t be able to get around with three legs. 
And the shock of tonight could still kill him.”

My stomach tightened at the thought of losing him. “That dog 
stood by my side on the church roof and fought with me. He could 
have run between the zombie’s legs and fled, saving his own hide. 
He didn’t have to be there; he didn’t have to attack the zombie. In 
fact, I jumped out of the way of the zombie, and it grabbed the dog 
instead. In a way, he saved me.”

Beth smiled at me. “He’s a cute enough dog that’s for sure. 
Didn’t try to bite me once throughout the procedures. In fact, on 
one occasion, he tried to lick my hand, as if he was telling me that 
it was all right, and although I was hurting him, he understood 
what I was doing.”

“He’s a good dog.” I swiped my fingers over my eyes, exhaustion 
making my emotions spike.

“I had a dog when I was a kid, so I understand why you want to 
keep him around,” said Beth. “I’ll do my best for him. But on one 
condition.”

I narrowed my eyes. “Which is?”
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“You need to rest as well. You don’t fight off a rabid zombie 
nest without needing some down time afterwards.”

“Thanks, Beth,” I said. “Some rest sounds great. Any chance I 
can see the dog?”

“I was going to bring him in here,” said Beth. “I’ve had word 
that another team has some injuries and I need to scrub down the 
medical room so it isn’t contaminated. This is the quietest place 
for him. You can keep an eye on him in here if you like.”

“Sure, we’ll stay in the break room. I can crash here.” I eyed the 
sofa, thinking it looked like the most comfortable place in the 
world.

“I’ll get him onto a trolley and bring him through,” said Beth. 
“Make a bed in the corner for him with some sofa cushions.”

As she left the room, I did as instructed, throwing a couple of 
cushions on the floor and covering them with an old blanket off 
the back of the sofa. 

A few minutes later, she returned with the dog on a trolley, 
covered with a heat pad. “Are you up to helping move him?”

I nodded, ignoring the ache in my ankle and the leaden feeling 
in my muscles. Between the two of us, we eased the dog onto the 
floor. He seemed fast asleep, his breathing slow and steady, curled 
onto one side, an enormous bandage wrapped around his middle.

“I’ll leave him in your capable hands.” Beth gave my arm a 
squeeze before leaving the room.

My gaze rested on the dog as he slept in the corner. I bent down 
and ran a hand along his spine. My fingers traced prominent rib 
bones. Beth was right; he had a number of scars on his body. This 
dog had seen more than his fair share of battles.

My vision blurred with tiredness as I stood, the sofa beckoning 
as I staggered towards it. I’d close my eyes for ten minutes, have a 
quick nap, and then go to see if there was an update on Katie.



Chapter 9

Fingers brushing across my cheeks roused me from my sleep, and I 
blinked my eyes open, hand reaching for my discarded weapon.

“Relax, I'm not going to bite you.” Katie crouched by the side of 
the sofa, her weary gaze on me.

“You’re back! And you’re alive!” I sat up so fast my head spun, 
and grabbed hold of her arms. 

A crooked grin shifted across Katie’s face. “There’s no need to 
sound so surprised. You seem to have forgotten that I’m good at 
what I do.” The smile didn’t reach her eyes.

“Are you hurt?” I couldn’t see any obvious injuries on her.
“Sore back, a cracked rib, a couple of nasty gashes on my legs, 

but other than that everything works fine,” said Katie. “And you? I 
heard from Control that you arrived at the base looking a little 
worse for wear. Not surprised given what happened to you.” Her 
gaze shifted over me.

“Busted up my ankle pretty good,” I said. “My head aches like 
I’ve been hit by a club, and I imagine there will be some impressive 
bruises on my back from falling through the roof.”

Katie nodded and sat back on her heels. “I saw you go. Watched 
you pitch straight through the roof.” Her voice cracked and she 
looked away.

“I don’t remember much about it,” I said. “My gun stopped 
working and I pulled my baton, but then the roof gave way. What 
happened after that?”

“The zombie that was attacking you tried to follow, but that 
crazy dog,” she pointed behind her into the corner, “he wouldn’t 
let him go. Kept going after him, trying to tear him apart. And he 
seemed to be doing a good enough job, but then the zombie got 
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him in a stranglehold and, well, you’ve seen what the results of that 
were.”

“And what about you?” I asked. “Did you finish off the 
zombies?”

“I got the two that were on me,” said Katie. “But then another 
one charged through the door, smashed into me, and we flew off 
the church roof together. He punched into me like a freight train, 
and there was nothing I could do.”

I blinked a couple of times. “And you’re still alive?” I wondered 
for a second if I was talking to a ghost.

“Zombies are quite soft when you land on them.” Katie tried 
for a smile, but I could see her jaw wobbling.

I took hold of both of her hands and squeezed hard. “But we 
made it, and we got rid of a nest of rabid zombies.”

Katie smiled as a single tear tracked down one dirty cheek. “We 
did. But there will be plenty more.”

“And there will be plenty more of us to get rid of them,” I said.
She nodded and swallowed. “Two more teams were lost 

tonight.”
My blood chilled. “I didn’t know.”
“Eight dead, two bitten and under observation,” said Katie.
I shook my head. “We know what we're signing up for when we 

take on this job.” Still, my stomach felt sick at the loss of all those 
lives.

“It makes you wonder, though, when will it end? When will we 
finally have the streets to ourselves and be safe again?”

“They’re improving,” I said. “Think back to a few years ago; you 
couldn’t even go outside without risking being attacked. We’re 
heading in the right direction.” Although I tried to convince Katie 
that things were getting better, I had days when I wondered if this 
was as good as it got. If we’d have to spend our lives patrolling, 
hunting down zombies, and always living on high alert. It wasn’t a 
life that offered a long and happy outlook.
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“I was still in school when it all started,” said Katie. “It’s a bit of 
a blur, but I remember spending a lot of time in armoured school 
buses, surrounded by sweaty men in uniform who would shout at 
us if we broke their rules.”

“I can’t imagine you ever breaking a rule,” I said.
“I had my moments.” She scrubbed a hand over her face. “So 

what next?”
“We get cleaned up, have a couple of days to rest, and get back 

out there,” I said.
“Are you sure that’s what you want to keep doing?” asked Katie, 

her gaze on the floor.
“Of course, it’s what we’re here for,” I said. “Why, are you 

having doubts?”
“No. I mean, I want to stay in the police. I’ve learned so much 

in the few months we’ve worked together,” said Katie. “You’ve 
shown me how difficult it is out there, and how we need better 
resources and more people to speed up the process of getting this 
country back to normal.”

“We do what we can with what we have,” I said, my thoughts 
briefly going to the gun that jammed and almost cost me my life.

“But we need more resources,” said Katie. “How are we 
expected to establish order with guns that fail and bite gear that 
survives five bites before you’re at risk?”

I shrugged. “The powers that be always say there’s a funding 
shortage—that we’ve got everything we need to do the job.” I 
didn’t get involved in the political wrangling that went on over 
where the money should be allocated and whether we got our fair 
share. My role was on the streets, always has been.

“It needs to change,” said Katie. “And, well, I’ve been given the 
opportunity to do that.”

I raised my eyebrows. “You have?”
“I hadn’t expected to be offered an opportunity like this for 

years. But I got a call last week from the Chief Superintendent.” 
She shot me a guilty look.
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“Don’t keep me in suspense. What did he want with some 
fresh-faced college kid who didn’t know which way to hold a gun 
when we first met?”

She grinned at me. “The Superintendent is offering me a 
sergeant’s role, with special duties overseeing resources for the 
teams on the ground. It’s a step in the right direction towards 
becoming an inspector and eventually an assistant commissioner. 
Imagine what I can do once I get into a commissioning role! I can 
cut through the red tape, get the resources out there and on the 
ground that our teams need. Better guns, much better suits that 
don’t make you lose five pounds of sweat every time you wear 
them, radios that don’t break. There’s so much I could do.”

I knew this was what Katie wanted, but I also knew she’d 
wanted to prove herself in the eyes of the patrol teams, and she had 
done that—many times over. “I can’t imagine someone better for 
that role. You’ll whip the lazy pencil pushers into shape in no 
time.”

“That’s what I plan to do,” said Katie. “I’ve seen what it’s like 
out there. I know what you need to make this work. And I think, if 
I push hard enough, we can make a massive difference and change 
things for the better. We will finally put down the rabid zombies.”

“When do you leave?” I asked.
Katie chewed on her bottom lip. “I haven’t said yes, yet.”
“But you are going to?” I asked. “You cannot miss this 

opportunity.”
“But what about you?” asked Katie. “We’re a team. I don’t want 

to let you down. You still have plenty to teach me.”
“You’ve learned all you can from me,” I said. “And you’ll be 

letting me down if you don’t take this position. I want to see you 
covered in medals, in one of those fancy uniforms the 
Commissioners always get to wear, making things good for us 
grunts on the ground.”

“Well, if you don’t mind, I’d love to take the position.”
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“Then do it,” I said. “Besides, I’ve already got a new partner 
lined up.” 

Katie frowned. “You were thinking of replacing me?”
I pointed behind her. “If he makes it through, he’s coming 

home with me. That dog saved my life.”
Katie moved to sit next to me on the sofa and looked at the dog. 

“I was surprised to see him here. When I saw what that zombie did 
to him I was convinced he was dead.” She looked away for a few 
seconds before shaking her head.

“I need someone tough by my side in this job. And he proved 
himself tonight. Why not a partner with fur?”

“And how long are you planning on staying in this job?” asked 
Katie. “I know you’ve always worked the streets, but...”

“Go on, what were you going to say? You don't think I'm up to 
the job?”

“No, it's not that,” said Katie. “Recently, I've been wondering if 
you’ve lost your passion for our work.”

“How could I not be passionate about night shifts, hunting out 
zombies, and avoiding being eaten?”

She thumped me with her hand. “You know that's not what I 
mean.”

“I never want to leave the police,” I said, scrubbing at the 
stubble on my chin. “I went into training straight out of college 
and haven’t looked back. This is all I know how to do.”

“But the violence and the uncertainty that we face every time 
we go out on night patrols,” said Katie. “You can’t love that.”

I ran my fingers through my hair a few times. She was right, 
spending every night living off adrenaline was exhausting, and I 
knew that I would make a fatal error one day, and that would be 
it—no more police, no more me, no more life.

“There are alternatives,” said Katie quietly.
“I’m not like you,” I said. “I’m not meant for a life behind a 

desk.”
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“Neither am I,” shot back Katie sharply. “I promise you this; I 
won’t turn into one of those stuffed shirts that lose sight of the real 
world.”

“No, I didn’t mean that. I know you will be different,” I said. 
“You have ambition and vision for what we could achieve that 
surpasses anyone who’s already at the top of the system. But I need 
to be active—out in the community—helping people when they 
most need it.”

“I was thinking of something a little different for you.” Katie’s 
gaze moved to the bulletin board in the break room.

I squinted over and then let out a laugh as I saw what she was 
looking at. “You mean that strange experiment they’re doing in the 
south west?”

“It’s called Zee Town,” said Katie. “I had a look online, and it’s 
successful. Humans and placid zombies do live side-by-side. Some 
of the businesses are planning to employ zombies, give them 
benefits and wages. There’s even a shelter being established for the 
zombies who arrive and have no one to look after them. They’ve 
also got a specialist doctor joining in a couple of months; she’s 
some kind of expert on zombie physiology and their mental 
faculties. Plus, they plan to host year round events to draw in the 
public and demonstrate how well the town works. It sounds 
interesting.”

“Why are you selling this to me?” I asked. “What makes you 
think I’ll be good at that?”

“Because you’re amazing at what you do,” said Katie. “You are 
efficient and thorough and hard-working—”

“But the zombies,” I said. “I’m not sure I can handle living 
alongside them. After everything that happened with Mel...”

Katie patted my knee. “I know, that was horrible. But it could 
be an opportunity for you to see that things could be different. 
You could lead people towards making this work—finding a way 
for our villages and towns to get back to a state of normality. There 
are so many placid zombies now that we can neither ignore them 
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or get rid of them. We have to find a way to live with them. And 
you’d be great at helping to figure out how to do that. I think you 
should go to Zee Town.”

I looked at Katie and then over to the slumbering dog in the 
corner. I hated to admit it, but the attack tonight had shaken me to 
the core. I’d been so close to dying, as had Katie. And although I’d 
had numerous near misses in the past, this was the first time it had 
hit me as to just how dangerous this job was, and how futile it 
sometimes seemed.

“What have you got to lose?” asked Katie.
“My dignity—and possibly my life if I end up in this town, and 

the zombies turn on me,” I said.
Katie grinned. “We’ve been around placid zombies for long 

enough to know that they don’t do that, despite what that idiot 
Scott Temple tells everybody. I think the scientists are right; placid 
zombies are safe, and they are here to stay. We need to get used to 
that, and we need to create a model that works for us all, the living 
and the undead.”

I nodded. “You make a lot of sense for someone who spends too 
much time with their nose in a book.”

Katie swatted me around the head. “That’s why I make a lot of 
sense, idiot. I read a lot, I listen, and am open-minded enough to 
think about other possibilities.” She stood up and pointed to the 
bulletin board. “And I know you are, too.”

“Maybe,” I said, my gaze on the bulletin board.
“I’d better go. Beth was threatening to put me on a week’s bed 

rest if I didn’t get some down time soon,” said Katie with a 
grimace. “Think about Zee Town. I bet you’d love to live by the 
sea.” She gave me a final grin before leaving the room.

I stood and moved to the bulletin board, scanning the 
information Captain Page had left about Zee Town. Could it 
work? Could humans and placid zombies live together and make a 
real go of it? 
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“What do you think, boy?” I looked at the sleeping dog. “Do 
you fancy long walks on the beach?”

He gave a quiet grunt and shuffled on his cushions as if he’d 
heard me.

“Yes, I’m not sure either.” The thought of getting away from 
night patrols and zombie nests was not without its appeal. But 
wouldn’t I be letting people down if I left this post to try out some 
hippy zombie commune?

I heard running footsteps in the corridor outside the break 
room, guns being loaded and weapons strapped on. Was this what 
the rest of my life should be like?

“Why don’t you decide for us?” I asked the dog. “Give me a 
clear sign that we should try out this strange experiment, and we’ll 
go.”

For a second, there was silence; then the dog let out a loud fart.
I waved my hand in front of my face and smiled as I picked up 

the pen and wrote my name on the volunteer sign up form for Zee 
Town. It wasn’t quite the sign I’d imagined I’d get, but it would 
do.

It was time for a change; I was exhausted, both physically and 
mentally. If Katie thought she could make a difference at the top 
than I could make a difference on the ground, working out how we 
could now live in this strange new world and make things work for 
everybody, whether they had a pulse or not.

I put down the pen, walked over to the dog and patted him on 
the head. “Thanks to you, we’re going to Zee Town.”
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